Found Your Arrowhead? Seek
This Counsel In The Natural
World
BY HAROLD STEARLEY
Knowing, or believing, something exists doesn’t mean that you
will find It, or that you should search for It.
As with many people I know, the past couple of years have been
a time of great change, of searching, a call to become whole
again. We
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My current search began with the “dissolving” of a marriage
and the loss of a career by forces seemingly outside the realm
of personal control. Or did I somehow manifest this
destruction to force myself to rediscover my true nature? The
answer to that question is now irrelevant to the path I walk.
The marriage hit a melting point when my wife evolved into an
end-stage alcoholic and nothing could persuade her to seek
treatment.
The career flame was extinguished as the result of internal
office politics – I would not succumb to playing their corrupt
games – outsiders and misfits are usually left outside,
perhaps with a note begging for adoption.
So now what, where do I go from here?
Where do all of us go from a starting point of what we
perceive is darkness and despair – a contraction of space and
time? Do you start believing the crowd of voices in your head

entrenched there from years of social “domestication,” the
“mitote” as the Toltecs call it, telling you that you are not
good enough, not beautiful enough, not smart enough, don’t
make enough – the ever-gnawing feelings of inadequacy – the
ever-present need to acquire more? More what?
Will all of the “shoulds” injected into your mind from the
moment of your first breath predominate every step you take –
fill every “rational” conscious thought? Will the search for a
definition and identity of your ego be satiated by finding a
new label?
Will another hollow paycheck somehow provide “meaning” to the
fabricated definition of who you are? Will the ever-turning
wheels in your mind condemn you to the prison of living in the
past and in future projections, instead of experiencing the
here and now?
Perhaps it’s time to awaken to the fact that the true journey
is inward. Answers, awareness, enlightenment, and true
happiness do not come from external sources.
My search began externally with looking for a new job, a new
living location, perhaps a new partner. After a year of relearning to live alone, of constant rejection of job
applications, and upon finding defects with every possible
living location I explored, I woke from my slumbers. I
awakened to realize that I was enjoying, in the present
moment, the things that had come to fill my time.
The daily ventures into nature, the meditation of motion and
stillness, the re-connection with “reality.” The “real world”
that surrounds us is filled with infinite riches and beauty,
which most overlook. Like the caterpillar, I was transforming.
I was repossessing what I had lost.
Upon achieving some balance, real magick begins to happen. New
connections materialize. Some of these connections are there
to show you that you’re on the right path, others to show you

what to avoid. Your intuition is developed. Just like the mole
who has sacrificed vision in return for all its other senses
becoming heightened, you sacrifice illusion, a life style,
possessions, sometimes even rationality, in exchange to feel
and experience truth, to know in your heart what nourishes
your soul.

False messages still come and can gain
intensity; beckoning you to return to
the land of illusion.
The bait to step back into that world of darkness and
confusion can take many forms. In my case, I am presented with
a job opportunity, which has now acquired a sense of oddness
since the beginning of this walk when I spent hours seeking
some job that was seemingly always beyond grasp. And, as I
mechanically prepare for an interview, I ask, why now?
To contemplate this change in direction, a possible new path
that could really be a return to an old one that no longer
serves, I seek out counsel with the natural world.
It has never misled me or given me false promises. I hike. I
find myself standing in a creek bed, surrounded by the sound
and essence of moving water and by hundreds of thousands of
pieces of limestone and chert. Chert is a very hard silicatebased, sedimentary stone that when struck forcefully enough
and at the right angle produces conchoidal fractures with
extremely sharp edges.
Most people know the variety of chert called flint that can
give rise to fire – a powerful nature indeed – that of
transformation, illumination, or destruction. Because of its
fracturing qualities, chert was also the perfect stone for the
Natives to craft arrow and spearheads and other cutting tools
– sharp as a razor and stronger than steel.

I know as I stand here, contemplating and seeking guidance,
that there is an Arrowhead among these stones.
It is a given that rivers, streams and creeks are the best
places to find them, where the earth has been eroded by the
waters – the feminine universal womb, the source of all
potentialities. Many treasures are revealed by the waters’
power to purify. And a natural curiosity, plus a desire to
acquire such a power object, sparks the urge to hunt for it,
to search it out, to discover its mystery. Being more
intuitive now, however, I ask, what is the real message I’m
receiving? And why did this imagery suddenly pop into my mind
from nowhere? Time to consult the symbolism and ancient wisdom
of the Earth.
The Arrowhead is said to represent the hunter and adventurer
in each of us, as well as alertness, for it takes a good eye
and strong arm to use a bow and arrow. It is also believed to
indicate protection and courage and to signify direction,
force, movement, and power.
Arrows pointed in opposite directions meant war, while a
broken arrow meant peace, and crossed arrows meant friendship.
Arrows are piecing, representing the masculine. The flight of
arrows can symbolize the accent to the celestial. And an
arrow, once let loose from the bow, results in consequences
that cannot be undone, whether the arrow hits or misses its
intended target.
As I stood there in that creek bed reflecting, I couldn’t help
but notice the obvious. I was not moving in any direction. I
was static. To stare and search for this Mythical Arrowhead
amongst a million other stones, is not advancement down any
path. The Arrowhead is not mythical in the sense of being a
falsehood, it does exist. And, it is not some traditional
story involving supernatural beings that somehow speaks to the
psychology, or customs, or ideals of a society either. Rather,
it serves as an allegory – not a cold definition but full of

warmth in its meaning.
I could spend many hours being static in a search that
produces no results, that hits no target, that creates little
more than frustration. This speaks a little to the past years’
events. Or one might find the Arrowhead, secure it to the
shaft and let it fly, it’s effects being unchangeable.
It may miss the intended mark and not fall on the path of
enlightenment and happiness. But even if it hits the target
aimed for, if that target is based on illusion and false
“shoulds” that bring no spiritual advancement, then you’ve hit
no target at all. You have to have both, a proper path or
target, and you must lodge that arrow squarely in that target
with a clean shot. So, if you’ve found the target, then,
perhaps, it is truly worth the search to find the arrow to
strike it.
But, the real message I believe I’m receiving is not to seek
out something mythical with a false believe of attaining Bodhi
in a place external to your soul. And once one realizes that,
and takes the inward journey instead, then perhaps there is no
reason to seek out the Arrowhead and all its power at all,
perhaps we’ve already found it.
For more self-study, The Urban Howl recommends The Universe
Has Your Back: Transform Fear to Faith .
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